Facile synthetic routes to bridge-functionalised calix[4]arenes†
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Ring-opening of furans at the equatorial methylene bridge positions of a calix[4]arene gives access to a range of new molecules (in good yield) that have widespread potential impact in supramolecular chemistry amongst other areas.

Calix[n]arenes are cyclic host molecules (general notation C[n]s herein, where n represents the number of aryl rings present) that have played a pivotal role in the development of supramolecular chemistry over the past 30–40 years. Reasons for such widespread application include (but are not limited to) tuneable ring size,1 structural flexibility associated with conformational interconversion,2 cavities or clefts that can house suitable guest species,3 and versatility towards synthetic alteration at the upper- or lower-rims.4–7 Of the family of C[n]s, the cyclic tetraramers have arguably been most widely studied as their conformation can be readily controlled.8 In addition, synthetic modification of C[4]s at either the upper- or lower-rims (or both) is well explored.9,10 Although this is the case, the synthesis of exhaustively methylene bridge-functionalised species remains a significant challenge.11,12 Access to a wide range of such species would be of tremendous benefit as one could exploit many of the characteristic C[4] properties whilst simultaneously imparting new functionality on the periphery of this extremely versatile scaffold. This contribution addresses this challenge in part, presenting a new and versatile route to exhaustively methylene bridge-functionalised C[4]s.

Access to C[4] chemistry is typically via a one-pot synthesis of p-tert-butylcalix[4]arene (TBC[4]) from p-tert-butylphenol and formaldehyde under well-established reaction conditions.13 Literature concerned with synthetic C[4] upper-/lower-rim alteration is vast, but reports of functionalisation at all methylene bridge positions are limited. Several examples have shown substitution at one or two positions around the C[4] framework13,14,15 and in some cases this methodology has been used to tether C[4]s with linkers of varying length and/or composition (e.g. alkyl vs. aryl linkers).16 However, mono-substitution at all methylene bridges presents a major challenge as these groups can be introduced either axial or equatorial (Fig. 1); this can give rise to isomers that can be difficult to separate. Rather than explore this particular step further, we sought to utilise a previously reported compound in which all four groups at the methylene bridge were known to occupy equatorial positions, 5,11,17,23-tetra-methylfuryl-25,26,27,28-tetramethoxycalix[4]arene (1, Fig. 1), was previously reported by Biali and co-workers and is isolated from this extremely versatile scaffold. This contribution addresses this challenge in part, presenting a new and versatile route to exhaustively methylene bridge-functionalised C[4]s.
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Fig. 1 Schematic of 1 showing 2-methylfuryl moieties monosubstituted equatorially at all four methylene bridge positions of the TBC[4] framework.
methylene bridge. Here we report formation of both diketones, but also their use in the synthesis of a range of C[4]s that are mono-substituted at all four methylene bridges. We also report preliminary work in lower-rim deprotection following alteration of methylene bridge functionality, as reintroducing hydroxyl groups in that region of the scaffold will be immensely beneficial (e.g. for use in coordination chemistry whilst also exploiting peripheral groups present at the methylene bridges).

Introduction of a 2-methylfuranyl moiety at each C[4] methylene bridge position presents a range of opportunities for synthetic transformation. Furans are known as synthetically diverse species that can be modified through various reactions including electrophilic aromatic substitution, Diels–Alder and nucleophilic addition.\(^{18,19}\) One reaction of interest to us was ring-opening,\(^{19,20}\) as it provides the opportunity to isolate other equatorial heterocycles at each C[4] methylene bridge. This was achieved by oxidation using a peroxy acid (mCPBA) or via acid-catalysed hydrolysis, affording unsaturated or saturated diketones respectively (2 and 3, Scheme 1).

Reaction of 1 with mCPBA in DCM afforded 2 in 34% yield upon purification by column chromatography (3 : 2 EtOAc/PET). Colourless single crystals were grown by recrystallisation from acetonitrile and the structure of 2 is shown in Fig. 2A. Each furan moiety on the C[4] scaffold has been ring-opened as indicated by four carbon–carbon bond lengths (in the 1,4-diketone backbones) in the range of 1.318(5)–1.325(5) Å. The presence of carbonyl groups was also confirmed by both IR and \(^{13}\)C NMR spectroscopies, with introduction of a band at 1696 cm\(^{-1}\) and signals at 201.5 and 199.9 ppm respectively.

Alternatively, heating 1 at reflux in a mixture of acetic acid, conc. sulfuric acid and water for 20 h, followed by purification \textit{via} column chromatography (7 : 3 CHCl\(_3\)/EtOAc) afforded 3 in 53% yield. Colourless single crystals of 3 were grown from methanol, the structure of which is shown in Fig. 2B. Inspection of the structure shows that the furan group has been ring-opened to give the saturated diketone species, with C–C bond lengths (of the diketone backbone) in the range of 1.508(2)–1.5191(18) Å. Compound 3 has an extremely useful NMR handle associated with the methylene groups of the saturated diketones. These present as two very distinct triplets in the \(^{13}\)C NMR spectrum, with the introduction of a band at 1713 cm\(^{-1}\) and signals at 208.8 and 207.4 ppm respectively.

With these new compounds in hand, we began to explore exhaustive formation of new heterocycles at the methylene bridge positions. Starting with 2, reaction with hydrazine hydrate in acetic acid at reflux gave the tetra pyridazine analogue 4 in 67% yield. IR spectroscopy conveniently confirmed reaction completion upon consumption of the unsaturated diketones at the methylene bridges. Single crystals of 4 were grown by vapour diffusion of chloroform/acetonitrile and the structure is shown in Fig. 3. Inspection of the structure shows successful formation of a pyridazine moiety at each bridge and retention of equatorial positioning. Following the successful isolation of 4, we attempted to react 2 to form the tetrathiophene C[4] analogue,\(^{21}\) however all attempts were unsuccessful and returned starting material.

We expected 3 to be a more versatile reagent, as the saturated diketones can be exploited in the formation of a vast array of \(N\)-substituted pyrrole analogues through Paal–Knorr synthesis.\(^{22}\) We selected the reagents in Fig. 4A as a starting point with a view to forming pyroles 5A–E (Fig. 4B).

Reaction of 3 with ammonium acetate in acetic acid afforded compound 5A in 69% yield following purification by column chromatography (9 : 1 CHCl\(_3\)/EtOAc), which is appreciable when one considers the reaction is occurring four times per C[4] scaffold. Inspection of the \(^{1}H\) NMR spectrum showed loss of the 1,4-diketone NMR handle with concomitant introduction of a set of doublets at 5.82 ppm and a broad singlet at 7.68 ppm corresponding to the CH and NH protons of the pyrrole moiety, respectively. Colourless single crystals of 5A were grown from vapour diffusion of methanol into a saturated DCM solution and structural analysis also confirmed successful Paal–Knorr
pyrrole synthesis (Fig. 5A). Inspection of the structure of 5A showed that all pyrrole groups remained equatorial as expected, and that the C[4] is in a pinched cone conformation.

Reaction of 3 with aniline at reflux in toluene and in the presence of p-toluenesulfonic acid monohydrate (p-TsOH·H₂O) for 24 hours resulted in formation of 5B in 55% yield. As in the synthesis of 5A, loss of the signals for the 1,4-diketone NMR handle occurred with the introduction of a set of doublets at 5.93 and 5.99 ppm corresponding to the CH protons of the pyrrole moieties in 5B, and multiple additional peaks in the aromatic region for the N-phenyl groups. The latter signals were broad, a feature that may be related to hindered rotation or C[4] conformational locking due to the bulk of the N-phenyl groups. Unfortunately, it was not possible to study this further (e.g. through VT experiments) as 5B has limited solubility. It was, however, possible to obtain colourless single crystals of 5B upon crystallisation from CHCl₃, in which it is sparingly soluble. Subsequent structural analysis confirmed pyrrole formation at each methylene bridge, with the C[4] again adopting a pinched-cone conformation (Fig. 5B).

Following successful formation of 5A/B, we turned our attention to aminopyridines as these would afford interesting scaffolds for coordination chemistry/metal-directed assembly (e.g. to afford metal–organic cages). Replacement of aniline with 2-, 3-, or 4-aminopyridine (2-, 3-, or 4-AP respectively) in the above reaction was successful in only one case. Reaction of 3 with 3-AP at reflux for seven days afforded 5D a white solid in 55% yield following purification by column chromatography (9:1 DCM/MeOH). As was the case for 5B, the RT ¹H NMR spectrum of 5D also displayed broad aromatic signals. This was again thought to be due to hindered rotation of the pyridine moieties, but in this case it was possible to carry out VT NMR analysis to investigate whether the compound would display thermally induced rotation of the pyridine moieties (and therefore lead to much sharper and distinct NMR signals). Upon warming from 25 °C to 75 °C it was possible to see significant peak sharpening, and it is interesting to note the broad peaks around 8.4 and 8.0 ppm coalesce as the temperature is raised. This peak would be expected to be much sharper and distinct if heating beyond 75 °C, but it was not possible to reach higher temperatures. The same phenomenon occurred for the two broad peaks at 7.58 and 6.99 ppm, and again, much sharper signals would be expected if higher temperatures were accessible. This process is reversible, and signal broadening is reintroduced upon returning to RT. Colourless single crystals were grown upon vapour diffusion from chloroform/methanol and structure analysis confirmed pyrrole formation at each methylene bridge (Fig. 5C).

As stated above, we were unable to introduce 2- and 4-pyridyl functionality to the C[4] platform via standard reaction conditions of reflux in toluene in the presence of TsOH. Given this, we explored the use of higher boiling solvent (e.g. mesitylene), microwave syntheses, and pressurised vessels, but in every case these reactions returned starting materials. This likely relates to differences in nucleophilicity compared to 3-AP, and is unfortunately as the 4-pyridyl appended C[4] is a desirable compound for metal directed assembly, but work to isolate these (or structurally related compounds) will continue.

One of the key parameters controlling C[4] conformation or behaviour is lower-rim alkylation. Reintroducing the lower-rim hydroxyl groups is a desirable outcome for the new C[4]s reported here, particularly as the polyphenolic pocket can act as a binding site for a range of transition and lanthanide metal ions. With this goal in mind we have begun preliminary experiments on deprotecting the lower-rim of 4 (as it is isolable in the highest yield from all new compounds reported here). Removal of O-methyl groups at the C[4] lower-rim, including those in 1, can be achieved with relative ease using iodocyclohexane. Surprisingly, initial attempts under these conditions with 4 were unsuccessful, returning only starting material. Subsequent use of BBr₃ was found to de-protect the lower-rim, though this gave a relatively poor yield of the target tetrahydroxy tetra-pyridazinyl C[4]. Reaction of 4 with 40 equiv. of BBr₃ in dry DCM under N₂ at RT for 24 h showed partial demethylation; this was evaluated by comparing integrals of the lower-rim methoxy ¹H-NMR signals to those of the methyl groups on pyridazine moieties. Hardman et al. previously used 6.5 equiv. of BBr₃ to fully deprotect a lower-rim methylated C[4] with one chloroalkyl chain at a methylene bridge, suggesting that the processes may be somewhat hindered. We therefore propose that the same problem may be occurring here, but to a greater extent given that all methylene bridges are functionalised with relatively bulky groups.
Purification of this crude product via column chromatography, followed by NMR and mass spectroscopy, confirmed that 4 distinct products were formed. These were identified as the mono-, di- (distal and vicinal) and tri-methoxy pyrazidine C[4]s. Increasing the reaction time to 48 h showed near-identical results upon workup, so alternative approaches were sought. Fantini and co-workers have utilised a two-step protocol when deprotecting a bis-calix[4]arene comprising two C[4]s tethered directly through a methylene bridge. This was found to avoid partially demethylated products and it is proposed that borate esters produced in the reaction are removed, thus preventing them from interfering with the demethylation. Inspired by this, compound 4 was dissolved in dry DCM, cooled to −78 °C, and 20 equiv. of BBr₃ was added dropwise over 15 minutes. This was left to stir under N₂ at −78 °C for 1 h before warming to RT stirring for 24 h. Analysis of the crude revealed that the major products after 24 h were tri- and di-methoxy species. The procedure was thus repeated and with a further 24 h stirring. Upon workup, the 1H-NMR spectrum showed the reaction had proceeded further, with only one methoxy signal present; this corresponded to tri-hydroxy in 5% yield via and with a further 24 h stirring. Upon workup, the 1H-NMR were tri- and di-methoxy species. The procedure was thus repeated. Conformational changes may also lead to fascinating host–guest chemistry associated with the C[4] cavity, whilst extensive functionalisation of the appended moieties will likely lead to application in metal-directed assembly.
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